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Pre-Writing
Part One

With Instructor Jaimie Engle



Where Do You Begin?
Finding story ideas in every day life

● Ideas are everywhere

● They are in our dreams

● They are outside the window

● They are in our memories

● They are in our favorite books or 

movies 



1. Reading log

2. Reading Journal

3. Think about life as a writer

4. Write down feelings and responses 

Ways to Catch Ideas



Three Ways to Write:

1. OUTLINE

2. RESEARCH

3. WING IT



Fiction vs. Non-Fiction

1. Daydreams

2. Dreams

3. Magazines & Newspapers

4. Pictures & Illustrations

5. People

1. Current Events

2. Social Media

3. Class Topics

4. Passion Communities

5. Research



Get Ready!



Get Set!
● Choose Idea

● Write one-sentence description about main character 

● Includes “What, Why, But, Then”  

For example: Mary wants to travel to Tasmania to meet her online 

soulmate, but she has no money, so she starts a catering 

business and realizes the real man of her dreams has owned the 

shop next door all along.

Then, do the same for every other major character in your story.



Your Ideas Go Here:



Get Set!
● Choose Topic

● Write one-sentence thesis 

● Include 3 supports

● Know your audience & essay type

For example: Dogs are better than cats because they want to be 

owned. Obedient. Loyal. Consistent. Animal lovers. Persuasive.

Then, expand each of your supports to build paragraphs.



Your Ideas Go Here:



Go!

Create an outline or roadmap for your story or essay. 

How?

Major points, characters, plot twists, 3 Act Structure.

OR

Concrete comparisons, clincher, transition sentences.



Here are a few ways to help you create a structure or outline for your story

- The Snowflake Method. This 

organic plotting method helps you 

build a story painlessly from idea to 

summary draft. There’s even a 

software program, Snowflake Pro,  

with all kinds of great tools for 

snowflaking your book.

http://www.advancedfictionwriting.com/articles/snowflake-method/

http://www.advancedfictionwriting.com/product/snowflake-pro-software/

http://www.advancedfictionwriting.com/art/snowflake.php
http://www.advancedfictionwriting.com/art/snowflake.php
http://www.advancedfictionwriting.com/info/snowflake_pro/
http://www.advancedfictionwriting.com/info/snowflake_pro/
http://www.advancedfictionwriting.com/articles/snowflake-method/
http://www.advancedfictionwriting.com/product/snowflake-pro-software/


SNOWFLAKE FORMULA BROKEN DOWN

1. One-sentence summary “A rogue physicist travels back in 

time to kill the apostle Paul.” 

2. Expand to full paragraph describing the story setup, major 

disasters, and ending of the novel. 

3. Now repeat for the storylines of each of your characters. 

4. All but the last paragraph should end in a disaster. Final 

paragraph should end book.

5. One-page description of major characters. Half-page 

description of other characters. Tell the story from the POV of 

each character. 

6. Expand the one-page plot synopsis to a four-page synopsis.



SNOWFLAKE FORMULA BROKEN DOWN

8. Expand your character descriptions into charts detailing 

everything about each one.

9. Make a spreadsheet detailing the scenes from your four-page 

plot outline. One line for each scene. In one column, list the 

POV character. In another (wide) column, tell what happens. 

10.Write a narrative description of the story. 

11.Start pounding out the real first draft of the novel. 

12.About midway through a first draft, fix all the broken parts of 

design documents. 

13.Keep writing and finish the book or short story.



Here are a few ways to help you create a structure or outline for your story

- Index cards. Here’s a 

great video by author 

Kimberley Griffiths Little 

about how to outline a book 

using index cards.

http://writeoncon.com/08/15/plotting-with-3x5-cards-by-author-

kimberley-griffiths-little/

http://writeoncon.com/2012/08/plotting-with-3x5-cards-by-author-kimberley-griffiths-little/
http://writeoncon.com/2012/08/plotting-with-3x5-cards-by-author-kimberley-griffiths-little/
http://writeoncon.com/08/15/plotting-with-3x5-cards-by-author-kimberley-griffiths-little/


- Spreadsheet outline. Excel and 

label columns Chap, Desc, 

What’s Next. 

Number the Chap rows 1-30. 

Write a brief description about 

what happens. Add disasters in 

(or around) chapters 15, 20, and 

28. 

In the What's Next column, write 

what needs to happen in the 

next chapter or later in the story. 



Here are a few ways to help you create a structure or outline for your story

- Notebook outline. Do 

the same as for a 

spreadsheet, but in an 

ordinary notebook. 

Number the rows 1-30, 

and write a one-

sentence description 

about what happens in 

each chapter.



- The 9-box method, 

storyboarding, 

outlining your story 

backward, plotting 

your story in 15 

minutes. You can find 

information about all 

of these on the web 

1 Triggering event

2 Characterization

3 First major turning point

4 Exposition

5 Connect the dots

6 Negative turning point

7 Antagonist wins

8 Revelation

9 Protagonist wins

http://writingwhilethericeboils.blogspot.com/2011/10/rubiks-cube-plotting-

in-9-easy-steps.html

http://writingwhilethericeboils.blogspot.com/2011/10/rubiks-cube-plotting-in-9-easy-steps.html


9-Box 

Outline 

Sample



Outlining in Non-Fiction

● Pick a movie or book, current event, and historical 

moment that you could talk about for hours.

● Use this as a comparison for every support.

● Write your support, as compared to your thesis in 

each paragraph.

● Use your “talking point” to expand.

● Connect paragraphs with transition words.



Structure of Non-Fiction

● Broad 

statement

● Narrowed 

statement

● Thesis

● 3 Supports

● Thesis

● Narrowed 

statement

● Broad 

statement



- Free writing. Get a steno pad—a small spiral stenographer’s 

notebook, which has a vertical line down each page. Start writing 

really fast, ending each line at the vertical divider. You write faster 

because you don’t have to move your hand all the way to the edge of 

the page. When you come to the end of the page, flip to the next 

page—don’t flip to the other side. Keep writing as fast as you can and 

fill about eight pages. (You'll have to shake out your hand once in a 

while.) When you get to the last page, flip the notebook over and start 

writing on the other side of the page last page. This is good method 

for daytime writing when you have a block of about 20 minutes—at 

lunch hour or waiting in the dentist office, for example. Later, when 

you’re in front of your computer, transcribe your pages.

Tools for Writing Quickly



- Voice writing.

Use your cell phone, tablet or other device to record small snippets that you 

can listen to and write at a later time. 

Your phone or a small recording device on your nightstand can collect mid 

night thoughts before they drift away.

Programs like Dragonspeak, Apple, Google Chrome, and Microsoft have 

recording programs that work well. But be very careful to edit as your words 

can sometimes be misinterpreted. 

Tools for Writing Quickly



Best-Selling Author 

Chris Grabenstein



Let’s look at an essay

Introduction

The introduction is the first 

paragraph in your essay, and it 

should accomplish a few specific 

goals.

1. Capture the reader's interest

Avoid starting out with a boring line like

"In this essay I will explain why Rosa 

Parks was an important figure."

Instead, try something like

"A Michigan museum recently paid 

$492,000 for an old, dilapidated bus 

from Montgomery, Alabama."

http://homeworktips.about.com/od/paperassignments/a/introsentence.htm
http://homeworktips.about.com/od/paperassignments/a/introsentence.htm


2. Introduce the topic

The next few sentences should 

explain your first statement, and 

prepare the reader for your thesis 

statement.

"The old yellow bus was reported 

to be the very one that sparked 

the civil rights movement, when a 

young woman named Rosa 

Parks..."

3. Make a claim or express 

your opinion in a thesis 

sentence.

Your thesis sentence should 

provide your specific assertion 

and convey clearly your point of 

view.

"In refusing to surrender her seat 

to a white man, Rosa Parks 

inspired a courageous freedom 

movement that lives on, even 

today."



The body of the essay will 

include three paragraphs, each 

limited to one main idea that 

supports your thesis. You 

should state your idea, then 

back it up with two or three 

sentences of evidence or 

examples.

Example of a main idea:

"It took incredible courage for an African 

American woman to make such a bold 

stance in 1955 Alabama."

Offer evidence to support this 

statement:

"This act took place in an era when 

African Americans could be arrested 

and face severe retribution for 

committing the most trivial acts of 

defiance."



Use transition words to connect 

paragraphs, such as:

● moreover
● in fact
● on the whole
● furthermore
● as a result
● simply put
● for this reason

● similarly
● likewise
● it follows that
● naturally
● by comparison
● surely
● yet



The final paragraph will summarize your main points and re-assert 

your main claim. It should point out your main points, but should not 

repeat specific examples.

Once you complete the first draft of your essay, it's a good idea to 

re-visit the thesis statement in your first paragraph. Read your essay 

to see if it flows well.

You might find that the supporting paragraphs are strong, but they 

don't address the exact focus of your thesis. Simply re-write your 

thesis sentence to fit your body and summary more exactly.

By doing this, you will ensure that every sentence in your essay 

supports, proves, or reflects your thesis.



Basic Writing
Part Two

With Instructor Jaimie Engle



Words Have Power



Words Have Meaning

“Black Land” in Sindarin 
(Sindar elves)

“Land of Shadows” in Quenya 
(immortal elves)



Words Conjure Images



Combine Words for Sentences
Long words vs. short words

Soft consonants vs. hard consonants

Multiple vowels vs. clipped sounds

EX:

● DREAMY vs. BAD

● PERFECT vs. RIGHT

● DEATH vs. KILL

Long sentences slow the pace.

“She ran steadily through the field frolicking 

in the flowers and passing the daisies 

avoiding the bear chasing her.”

Short sentences heighten the pace.

“She sprinted. Grass cut her calves. The bear 

closed in. The girl screamed.”



Combine Sentences for Paragraphs

● Break up paragraphs with white space to make a point.

● Put words on their own line to emphasize.

● Add paragraph breaks to change scenes.

● Add paragraph breaks to change speakers.



Repetition



Ender Wiggins

● Afraid of himself

● Doesn’t want to 

become his brother

● Wants to make it 

into the school

● Kicked out of 

School

● Kills a boy 

accidentally

● Kills entire race

Becomes his greatest 

fear as a murderer.

Luke Skywalker

● Prophetic savior

● Desires truth

● Wants to learn the 

Force

● Learns the truth

● Perfects the Force

● Faces his father 

with the same 

choices

Choose differently than 

his father and restores 

balance to the universe.

Katniss Everdeen

● Born into sins of 

father

● Wants to protect 

loved ones

● Decisions are 

unintentional

● Finds her purpose

● Becomes 

intentional

● Saves the world

Accepts her role and 

fights to change things.



Repetiveness Works

KNOCK, KNOCK.

WHO’S THERE?

BANANA.

BANANA WHO?

KNOCK, KNOCK.

WHO’S THERE?

BANANA.

BANANA WHO?

KNOCK, KNOCK.

WHO’S THERE?

ORANGE.

ORANGE WHO?

ORANGE YOU GLAD I DIDN’T SAY ‘BANANA?’



Act I - Act II - Act III



Establish | Incite | Point of No Return



Try, fail. Try, fail. Try, succeed.



Climax | Falling Action | Resolution



TOOLS

● Letters

● Journals

● Prophetic Texts

● Books in the story

● Dreams & Visions

● Dialogue

● Text Messages

● Emails

WHEN

● Montage

● Passage of Time

● Back Story

● Minor Characters

● Day to Day Routine

● Brief Descriptions

● Setting Introductions

● Proper Pacing

Tools to Tell & When?



● Withholding the information (Peeta pretending to 

betray Katniss)

● Using 1st person as a secondary character (Watson 

to Holmes)

● Telling the climax up front (Anakin Skywalker will 

become Darth Vadar)

What Brings More Tension?



Fiction vs. Non-Fiction

CLINCHER:

The clincher statement re-states the 

topic sentence of a paragraph but 

treats the claim as confirmed rather 

than hypothesis. 

CLIFFHANGER

an ending to an episode of a serial 

drama that leaves the audience in 

suspense.



Dialogue
1. Believable

2. Accents & Other Reveals

3. Jumpy & Disconnected (rarely Q & A)

4. Don’t listen; wait for turn to talk

5. Surface talk reflects deep problem or topic



Revise & Edit
Part Three

With Instructor Jaimie Engle



fiction



Why A Crappy First Draft?
In a first draft, you imagine the scene then write what you see, creating 

condensed notes. 

“She ran through the woods.”

In the revision, you take those notes and add sensory details to recreate what 

you imagined.

“She pressed through the evergreens, unable to see through the dense 

needles that raked against her skin and drew blood.” 



EXAMPLES
“And sent strong gusts of 

wind at them sending 

them tumbling down the 

hallway like they were 

nothing more than fall 

leaves riding the breeze.”

“And sent strong gusts to 

push them tumbling down 

the hallway like fall leaves 

riding the breeze.”



EXAMPLES

“The Ferine sprang 

into action 

immediately. They 

each grabbed their 

weapons and 

disappeared as they 

ran down the spiraling 

stairs of their gate 

towers.”

“The Ferine sprang into 

action, grabbed their 

weapons and disappeared 

down the spiraling gate 

tower stairs.”



EXAMPLES
“But with each step I took, 

I felt like I was walking a 

path that would lead me 

back to him.”

“I stepped, believing my 

path would lead back to 

him.”



EXAMPLES
“The path climbed at a 

steep angle upward and I 

could feel the fresh air 

breezing in.”

“The upward path angled 

steeply; fresh air breezed 

in. 



Change it Up...
1. I walk quickly down the hallway. With each step, I peer back over my 

shoulder to make sure that I’m not being followed closely behind.

2. His knees quaked as he watched the creature move closer.

3. I smile widely in awe of the true beauty around me.

4. With a big exhale, he wiped his forehead and crouched into position 

waiting for the creature to pounce fiercely upon his crouched form.

5. Her hair was golden brown and fell past her shoulders like honey 

wheat in a large field, and it looked like the same color brown as my 

sister’s only it fell past her shoulders and my sister’s didn’t.



7 Drafts to Submission
1. First Draft - Sloppy Copy. Print Out. Simmer 1-3 months.

2. Second Draft - Structure, Characters, Scenes, and Plot Holes

3. Third Draft - Fix Draft Two Issues, Add Scenes, & Begin Expanding 

Narrative From Condensed Notes to Actual Book

4. Fourth Draft - Continue Word Crafting, Connect Themes & Add 

Foreshadows, and Research Word Choice & Details 

5. Fifth Draft - Continue Word Crafting, Work on Personal Writing 

Weaknesses, Verify Cliffhangers, and Check Uniqueness in Dialogue.

6. Sixth Draft - Read aloud. When perfect, record and play it back. When 

perfect, move on to the next chapter. This usually takes 3-5 reads per. 

7. Seventh Draft - Select a Variety of Beta Readers and Wait for Reviews.



I’m Finished...Now What?

Now, it’s time to let your book simmer. I wait from 1-3 months, that way when 

I read it, my story is fresh so I can see mistakes. Print out a copy, hole punch it, 

and place it in a three ring binder.

In the second draft, read the entire manuscript from start to finish. Only 

make the following notes:

1. Day and Night Transitions for Continuity

2. A Running List of All Characters with A One Line Description

3. Places Where Story Lure or Plot Discrepancies Occur

Note any structural issues, but do not make any changes. Not even to dot an i.



Draft Three
Now that you’ve compiled a comprehensive list, 

begin fixing those issues. In this draft, you may 

find you need to add pages or paragraphs, 

change story lure, and adjust characters for 

continuity.  

As you go through the manuscript, adjusting to 

your notes, begin to expand your story notes 

into vivid, sensory detailed chapters. I generally 

rewrite almost every sentence during this draft.



Draft Four
Back at the beginning again. In this draft you will continue 

word crafting as you go. In addition, begin to draw out the 

theme by making purposed connections through 

foreshadows, plot, and dialogue. 

In this draft, you may use the computer to research specific 

details and a thesaurus to expand word choice. Especially 

note those words you tend to overuse and find alternatives. 

This draft takes almost as long as the third draft, but your 

story is beginning to take shape.



Draft Five
Back at the beginning. In draft five, continue word crafting 

while verifying each chapter has a distinct cliffhanger to 

force the page turn. Study the dialogue and make certain 

each character has a distinct voice that you can 

differentiate without dialogue tags. Continue to layer the 

story with great attention to detail in secondary plot and 

characters. Even if you don’t show these reasons in the 

book, you need to know their motivations and backstory. 

In this draft, I almost always find a deep story thread that 

I had built into the story subliminally. It’s my favorite part 

of the writing process.



Draft Six

This could be the most important and most overlooked 

draft.

1. Read aloud each chapter one at a time. As you stumble over words, you must change or delete 

them. If you find you reread anything, you must change or delete it. If you, the creator, get 

tripped up, your reader most certainly will. 

2. Once you are able to read the entire chapter without a pause, record it. Play it back and note 

any place where the sentences sound weird or cause you to focus on the wording, not the 

story. These must be fixed or deleted.

I generally read and edit each chapter 3-5 separate times, so essentially this is like drafts 6-9 or 6-11. 

Your tongue moves differently than your brain. Addressing the sound of each word and flow from 

sentence to sentence, will separate your manuscript from the rest.



Draft Seven
This is perhaps the scariest moment for a writer. You will pick a select group 

of beta readers and let your book go 

out into other people’s hands

for criticism, critique, and 

(hopefully) praise.



Who Should Beta Read?
Of course, you will want your best friend and family to read your book. But they will love 

it no matter what because you wrote it. When compiling beta readers, you should 

include:

1. Professionals - Authors, Teachers, Editors, and Critique Group Partners 

understand the mechanics of storytelling. They should be honest, yet 

helpful in their approach and criticism.

2. Readers - Reviewers, Target Audience Participants, and Students will give 

you their opinion as a customer. 

3. Outsourced - Online Critique Groups, Conferences, and Editors can beta 

read your book, but there is usually a cost, and a cap on time or pages.

Remember, these people are sharing their opinions. Only change your manuscript if you totally 

agree or if more than 2 beta readers share the same issue.



non-fiction



Descriptive Essays

● Sensory Details

● Five Senses

● Descriptive Vocabulary

● Colorful Writing

Descriptive essays should 

read COHERENTLY and 

UNIFIED from paragraph 

to paragraph through 

ORGANIZATION.



Revising your descriptive essay
● Have you provided enough details and descriptions to 

enable your readers to gain a complete and vivid 

perception?

● Have you left out any minor but important details?

● Have you used words that convey your emotion or 

perspective?

● Are there any unnecessary details in your description?

● Does each paragraph of your essay focus on one 

aspect of your description?

● Are you paragraphs ordered in the most effective 

way?



Narrative Essay
● Storytelling

● Experiences

● Others

● History or Study Topics

● “What-if” Scenarios

Utilize the storytelling 

elements of character, 

plot, and setting or take a 

story you know and retell 

it in your own words. 



Revising your narrative essay:
● After spending time away from the draft of your narrative essay, read 

through the essay and think about whether the writing effectively 

recreates the experience for your readers.

● Ask other people to read through the essay and offer their impressions.

● Identify where more details and descriptions are needed.

● Identify and consider removing any information that seems to distract 

from the focus and main narrative of the essay.

● Think about whether you've presented information in the most effective 

order.



Expository Essays
● State your main 

idea

● Show at least 3 

support facts

● Direct writing to 

specific audience

● Remember the 

hourglass formula

These essays include a 

main purpose or 

thesis with a purpose 

written to your 

toughest audience 

and in a presentation 

format.



Revising your expository essay:
● Do you have an hourglass essay: broad 

statement, specific to thesis, thesis with 

support?

● Is your thesis broad enough to support?

● Do you have three supports that can be 

broken down into 3-5 sentences?

● Did you include transitions?

● Have you repeated your thesis in each 

paragraph?



Persuasive Essay
● Hook your reader

● Provide an argument

● Support your 

argument with facts

● Supply the opposing 

viewpoint

● Persuade audience or 

at least get them 

thinking

Remember to SAY IT:

S STATE YOUR SUBJECT

A KNOW YOUR AUDIENCE

Y IDENTIFY YOURSELF

I KNOW YOUR INTENTION

T DECIDE ON THE TONE



blogging



Blogging
● Discover what’s trending

● Find the industry leaders

● Use keywords and topics

● Provide your opinion

● Backlink and Share

● Use everyday talk, not flowery 

writing

Find an article that’s trending in 

your field, quote a portion with 

backlinks, and write your 

agreement or disagreement and 

why. 

Share your article with the author 

of the quoted portion and industry 

leaders to go viral.



Blogs Must Be Short, Sweet, and Easy

● Did you write short paragraphs with hooks?

● Have you separated paragraphs with 

bulleted or numbered lists?

● Are keywords and phrases in bold and 

italics?

● Do you have at least one back link and 

internal link in the blog?

● Did you include a CTA?



About Your Instructor:

75

Jaimie Engle is an award-winning children’s
book author from Melbourne, Florida. Before
releasing her anti-bullying fantasy adventure,
Clifton Chase and the Arrow of Light, she ran a
body shop, played an alien on TV, and
managed a hip-hop band. Her book on
publishing was an Amazon #1 New Release,
and her novel Metal Mouth is a contender for
the 2020-2021 Florida Sunshine State List.

More at www.theWRITEengle.com.  

http://www.thewriteengle.com/

